
ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST 
Fourth Quarter 2019 

From  October 1, 2019 – December 31, 2019 
 
Issues:  
1.  Anti-Gay sex laws in Singapore, homophobia and oppression 
2. Screen addiction, overuse of screens and its effect on humanity 
3.  The ongoing displacement of Indigenous populations and knowledge through 
settler-colonialism 
4. Injustice for Disabled persons, ableism 
5.  The ‘ghost economy’ - the new global underclass that powers the web 
6. Religious discrimination 
 
Programs: 
 
PSA Title: Indigenous Pride L.A. 2019 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 10/3/19, 6:53pm 
 
Description:  
Indigenous Pride L.A. 2019 is Los Angeles’ only Pride event that honors and celebrates 
Two-Spirit, Indigenous LGBTQPAI, Indigiqueer, Third Gender, Fourth Gender, and other sacred 
genders and gender roles of various indigenous peoples, nations, and tribes from around the 
world.  
 
 
PSA Title: Ontario Festival of the Arts 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 10/4/19, 10:18pm 
 
Description:  
The City of Ontario’s Community Life & Culture Agency, in conjunction with community arts and 
culture organizations are excited to announce the second annual Ontario Festival of the Arts to 
be held on Saturday, October 19, 2019, from 11 AM – 7 PM.   The Festival exemplifies the 
City’s commitment to make Ontario the destination for arts and culture in Southern California. 
This one-day event will feature a comprehensive scope of both visual and performing arts. 
 
 
Title: This Way Out: The International Lesbian & Gay Radio Magazine 
Type: Public Affairs 
Source: Pre-Recorded 



Time Broadcast: 10/07/19, 10AM 
Show Length: 29 mins  
 
Description:  
Ty Herndon harnesses country music to help queer kids; Patricia Arquette and Billy Porter bring 
out the Emmys; a doctor-activist seeks the “cure” for Singapore’s anti-gay sex law, Beirut and 
Montego Bay are stripped of Pride, South Korean queer kids suicide at shocking rates, gay 
Russian dads and their young sons seek U.S. asylum, “hate” groups howl at U.S. government 
stumbling blocks, and more LGBTQ news from around the world! 
 
 
PSA Title: Pomona Zine Fest #3 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 10/8/19, 4:50pm 
 
Description:  
Pomona Zine Fest #3 is an art festival featuring zines and indie art in Pomona, CA. Zines are 
self-published books spanning countless topics, from self-love to horror, and everything in 
between. Artists showcase their work in person, so you can meet the genius behind the work. In 
addition to zines, you can shop for pins, buttons, accessories, apparel, art prints, magnets, 
stickers, and more!. 
 
 
Title: Audio Interference 66: Poor People's Campaign 
Type: Public Affairs 
Source: Pre-Recorded 
Time Broadcast: 10/13/19, 8:34 PM 
Show Length: 17 mins  
 
Description:  
In this episode, we’re speaking with activists, organizers, musicians and artists who are a part of 
The Poor People’s Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival. The movement is building on 
the Poor People’s Campaign of 1968, a national movement led by Reverend Dr Martin Luther 
King Junior to unite the poor. We focus our conversation on the role of music and art plays and 
has played, in this movement. 
 
 
Title: Team Human  
Type: Public Affairs 
Source: Pre-Recorded 
Time Broadcast: 10/14/19, 10AM 
Show Length: 58 mins  



 
Description:  
Playing for Team Human today, Author and Gift Economy Advocate, Charles Eisenstein. 
Charles joins Team Human to share how he believes quantification is changing the way we 
think about climate, ecology and human beings. Less of an interview, this informal conversation 
was recorded at Bretton Woods@75 where Charles and Douglas were both speakers. They 
discuss the role work plays in our lives, and explore some of the new ways economic systems 
might be structured in order to put humans at the center. 
 
 
Title: Indigenous People’s Day 
Type: Specialty Programming 
Source: Pre-Recorded  
Time Broadcast: 10/14/19, 10am 
 
Description:  
October 14th, KSPC will recognize Indigenous People’s Day and acknowledge the ongoing 
displacement of Indigenous populations and knowledge through settler-colonialism. KSPC and 
the Claremont Colleges are hosted on stolen Tongva land, and it is crucial to reflect on the 
stories of the land wherever you are. Through interviews and music, KSPC’s programming aims 
to amplify the continual transnational Indigenous resistance against settler-colonialism and 
capitalism, and the possibilities for a better world this resistance shares. 
 
 
PSA Title: Hollywood Pow Wow 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 10/15/19, 10:58pm 
 
Description:  
The LA SKINS FEST will hold its second Hollywood Pow Wow in front of the iconic TCL 
Chinese Theater. The Pow Wow takes place Sunday, November 24th, 2019 starting at 10 am. 
The event will feature traditional singing, dancing and youth performances from numerous tribes 
around the country. 
 
 
PSA Title: Plática: The Art of Data  
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 10/17/19, 6:50pm 
 
Description:  
Plática: The Art of Data - Dr. David Hayes-Bautista, Professor of Medicine and Director of the 



Center for the Study of Latino Health and Culture at the UCLA School of Medicine, challenges 
narratives about diversity, race, and health through rigorous use of quantitative data sets, 
including population statistics and consumer demographics. Utilizing similar data, Linda Vallejo 
creates thought-provoking art that questions stereotypes and empowers Latinx communities. 
Join these two visionaries as they exchange ideas about the past, present, and future of the 
Latinx community. 
 
 
PSA Title: Plática: Live Podcast: Alicia Garza & Ai-jen Poo 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 10/20/19, 8:03pm 
 
Description:  
Civil rights activist, writer, and Black Lives Matter co-founder, Alicia Garza joins Ai-jen Poo, 
labor activist and director of the National Domestic Workers Alliance, and Dawn-Lyen Gardner, 
actor, activist and teaching artist, in conversation. Lifelong organizers and best friends, Alicia 
and Ai-jen are launching a podcast, Sunstorm, in which they get real about what’s happening in 
the world, what we can do about it, and how we can take care of ourselves as we do it. 
 
 
PSA Title: How do you carry the land? 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 10/23/19, 4:57pm 
 
Description:  
Ayumi Goto and Peter Morin’s how do you carry the land? (2018) is a dialogue between the 
artists presented via their individual and collaborative performances. The work begins with 
Goto’s and Morin’s respective positions as a Japanese Canadian diasporic woman and a 
Tahltan First Nation man, reflecting on the ways in which their bodies and experiences are 
inscribed by colonialism. 
 
 
Title: Team Human  
Type: Public Affairs 
Source: Pre-Recorded 
Time Broadcast: 10/28/19, 10AM 
Show Length: 52 mins  
 
Description:  
Playing for Team Human today, filmmaker and author, Tiffany Shlain. 
Tiffany joins Team Human to discuss her new book, 24/6: The Power of Unplugging One Day a 



Week. By drawing from the ancient ritual of Shabbat she shows how turning off all screens for 
twenty-four hours each week can help us reclaim our humanity. 
 
 
PSA Title: We Will Congregate 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 10/30/19, 10:50pm 
 
Description:  
Renée Petropoulos will collaborate with Oaxacan artisan Arturo Hernández on a directed 
reading at Santa Monica’s Tongva Park, performed by invited members of the public in many 
simultaneous languages. For the directed reading, Petropoulos seeks to identify words and 
phrases that are not directly translatable between English, Spanish, and Zapotec, an indigenous 
language of the Mitla region. Other languages, such as Amharic and Hebrew, may also be 
included. Artisans and community members will be invited to contribute texts to create the 
directed reading, which will be performed by participants cast from among the public. Multiple 
individuals will represent “voices” such as those of ancestors or from literature. Petropoulos will 
create a performance score based on the interplay of these words and phrases to convey 
emotional and cultural meanings without enabling language comprehension in a traditional 
sense. 
 
 
Title: This Way Out: The International Lesbian & Gay Radio Magazine  
Type: Public Affairs 
Source: Pre-Recorded 
Time Broadcast: 11/1/19, 10AM 
Show Length: 29 mins  
 
Description: 
An Australian teacher grades the proposed Religious Discrimination Bill; our queer life and lit 
commentator Janet Mason reads gender optimism in “Juno’s Swans”; Pride rises from the picket 
line in a “Rainbow Minute”; a record Taiwan Pride crowd celebrates marriage equality, the 
Trump administration allows religious bias in health services and adoptions, and Scottish 
activists grill Chick-fil-A’s record of homophobic hate! 
 
 
Title: The Ovas Speak on Living and Fighting in L.A.; La Concha, the Psyco Brigade, Feminism, 
and Anti-Racisms 
Type: Public Affairs 
Source: Pre-Recorded 
Time Broadcast: 11/03/19, 9:04PM 
Show Length: 58 mins  



 
 
Description:  
Interview with three people who organize with La Concha, which is an anarchist space in the 
Boyle Heights neighborhood of Los Angeles that does many projects such as prisoner solidarity, 
legal and popular education, reading groups, bike brigades, and lots else. We talk about their 
work, and how the three came to be doing what they are doing right now, and also about the 
incursions that they’ve been experiencing from authoritarian Communists in the area.  
 
 
PSA Title: Hysteria or Misogyny? Women, Madness, and Mental Health 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 11/6/19, 7:34pm 
 
Description:  
From the “hysteria” of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to neurotic and mood disorders in 
the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, women far outnumber men in being given diagnoses of 
madness. But what does the statistic really mean? This conversation will unearth the 
long-silenced narratives of female patients suffering under the societal and medical constraints 
imposed upon them using arcane and, in many cases, inconsistent standards of sanity. 
 
In conjunction with an exhibition of rare items from Patton State Hospital and Rockhaven 
Sanitarium tracing the history of women’s mental health treatment collected by the USC 
Libraries, an extraordinary panel of artists and advocates will offer modern perspectives on 
healthcare for women and personal reflections on journeys toward wellness. 
 
 
PSA Title: John York Benefit Concert for the Prison Library Project 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 11/9/19, 9:51am 
 
Description:  
Musician John York will perform at the Claremont Forum on Saturday, November 23, 2019. 
Proceeds of the performance will support the nationwide Prison Library Project which sends 
books and educational material to incarcerated men and women. 
 
 
PSA Title: Visualizing the People’s History: Richard Cross’s Images of the Central American 
Liberation Wars 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 



Time Broadcast: 11/13/19, 7:33pm 
 
Description:  
American photojournalist Richard Cross documented the turbulent period of liberation wars in 
Central America from 1979 to 1983 until he was killed while on assignment in Honduras. The 
photographs depict communities and landscapes enduring war and genocide. Cross’s work 
illuminates the legacies of these wars, which propelled the largest contemporary migration of 
people from Central America to the United States, and which continue to shape their American 
experience. 
 
 
Title: Team Human  
Type: Public Affairs 
Source: Pre-Recorded 
Time Broadcast: 11/18/19, 10AM 
Show Length: 57 mins  
 
Description:  
Playing for Team Human today, CEO of Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, Co-Founder of 
Culture Bank, and Innovator in Residence at the Kauffman Foundation, Deborah Cullinan. Also 
playing for Team Human this week, New York State Assemblyman Ron Kim and Cornell Law 
Professor Robert Hockett. Plus, hear from Reverend Billy, who explains how Team Human 
supporters can be sainted at Earth Riot on Sunday, December 15. 
 
Cullinan joins Team Human to discuss what it means to place artists and creativity at the center 
of thriving communities, ways to think about art as an important driver to lasting change, and 
how difficult it is to try to imagine a brighter future when our current basic needs are not met. 
“We need to think of art and creativity as part of a system.” 
 
 
Title: Disability Justice Day  
Type: Specialty Programming 
Source: Pre-Recorded  
Time Broadcast: 11/22/19, 10am 
Length: 180 minutes 
 
Description:  
Disability justice is a movement founded by queer disabled women of color activists to fight the 
intersecting forces that label people’s bodies and minds as deviant, unproductive, or disposable, 
and imagine a world where everyone's body-minds are valued and supported. Tune in to KSPC 
tomorrow, Friday, November 22nd, for interviews, podcasts and messages highlighting work for 
disability justice on our campus and beyond! 
 



 
Title: This Way Out: The International Lesbian & Gay Radio Magazine  
Type: Public Affairs 
Source: Pre-Recorded 
Time Broadcast: 11/25/19, 1PM 
Show Length: 29 mins  
 
Description: 
“Nurse Pimento” uncovers even more hidden Hollywood queerness in “Stranger Than Stranger 
Than Straight!” … it takes more than a “Rainbow Minute” to review “Oscar Wilde’s Fairy Tales” 
… Uganda oppression escalates with a massive bar raid, riot police protect the Tbilisi premier of 
a Georgian-Swedish gay film, and a drag reporter crashes Trump’s impeachment hearings! 
 
 
PSA Title: Navidad en la Calle Ocho 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 11/29/19, 10:52am 
 
Description:  
The Christmas Navidad en la Calle Ocho festival is considered the biggest toy giveaway and 
one of the most important festivals in the community. This two-day event will include 
entertainment on four stages, free toys and products, clowns, and small rides. Come celebrate 
the joy of the Christmas spirit and the happiness of children. 
 
 
Title: Team Human  
Type: Public Affairs 
Source: Pre-Recorded 
Time Broadcast: 12/2/19, 10AM 
Show Length: 52 mins  
 
Description:  
Playing for Team Human today, Senior Researcher at Microsoft Research and Fellow at 
Harvard University’s Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society, Mary L. Gray. 
Mary L. Gray joins Team Human to share her research into the invisible human workforce that 
powers the web. In her new co-authored book, Ghost Work: How to Stop Silicon Valley from 
Building a New Global Underclass, Gray explores the assumptions made about the content 
moderators, proofreaders, and AI-trainers that make the internet seem so smart. Despite the 
common idea that this low-paid workforce is exploited, this episode shows the ways in which the 
‘ghost economy’ might actually provide an opportunity for those who choose to participate in it. 
 
 



PSA Title: Chris Jordan: Intolerable Beauty 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 12/4/19, 7:36pm 
 
Description:  
Many contemporary artists are integrating environmental themes into their work. Few, however, 
can rival the centrality of the ecological themes in the work of photographer and artist Chris 
Jordan. Chris Jordan: Intolerable Beauty is a stunning exhibition and visual journey into 
exploring the consequences of mass consumption and global plastics pollution in the ocean and 
on earth. 
 
 
Title: This Way Out: The International Lesbian & Gay Radio Magazine  
Type: Public Affairs 
Source: Pre-Recorded 
Time Broadcast: 12/09/19, 10AM 
Show Length: 29 mins  
 
Description: 
On this special show, we ask: ”What is gender dysphoria? And does someone need to undergo 
medical transition, including hormone therapy, surgery, or both, to be considered truly 
transgender?” Two U.S. trans “Outcasting Overtime” LGBTQ youth broadcasters, Andrew and 
Kaspar, explore those issues in a wide-ranging, insightful, and sometimes very personal 
discussion. 
 
 
PSA Title: Black on Both Sides Listening Party 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 12/11/19, 8:50pm 
 
Description:  
In this one-of-a-kind listening session, UCLA musicology professor Shana Redmond brings 
together critics, scholars, and musicians to reflect on the creativity and significance of the album 
Black on Both Sides by Yasiin Bey (formerly known as Mos Def). The album, which turns 20 this 
year, combines sonic complexity with lyrics that reflect the musician’s strong political beliefs and 
is consistently cited as one of the top ten hip-hop albums of all time. Redmond is joined by 
Sohail Daulatzai, film and media studies and African American studies professor at UC Irvine; 
emcee and comedian Open Mike Eagle; film and TV music supervisor Morgan Rhodes, co-host 
of Heat Rocks podcast; and DJ Lynnée Denise. 
 
 



 
 
Title: This Way Out: The International Lesbian & Gay Radio Magazine  
Type: Public Affairs 
Source: Pre-Recorded 
Time Broadcast: 12/16/19, 10AM 
Show Length: 29 mins  
 
Description: 
Broadway and movie musicals sing "out"; a bi law professor slaps back at a U.S. impeachment 
hearing insult; India’s transgender rights bill backfires, a gay Hong Kong protest leader leads a 
pro-democracy near clean sweep elections victory, and Folau’s Rugby Australia settlement 
rivals a “religious freedom” slow-down! 
 
 
PSA Title: Grand Park + The Music Center’s NYELA 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Live 
Time Broadcast: 12/17/19, 10:56pm 
 
Description:  
For the eighth year, Grand Park + The Music Center’s N.Y.E.L.A. will be the go-to central 
gathering place in Los Angeles as the West Coast’s flagship New Year’s celebration! Free for all 
ages and expanded to include The Music Center Plaza, this unique civic event brings together 
Angelenos and visitors from around the globe to usher in 2020 at L.A.’s biggest music and 
dance party. Starring L.A.’s best DJs and bands, Grand Park + The Music Center’s N.Y.E.L.A. 
will also feature its signature 3-D video projection and light show on the side of the iconic City 
Hall with pyrotechnics to ring in the New Year. 
 
 
PSA Title: Pet Food Assistance Program - Pet Food Giveaway Day 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Pre-Record 
Time Broadcast: 12/19/19, 10:50pm 
 
Description:  
Mary S. Roberts Pet Adoption Center understands that times can be tough, and our goal is to 
keep as many pets as possible with their families and out of pet adoption centers and animal 
shelters. Our Pet Food Assistance Program is available year-round to anyone who is 
experiencing financial hardship and might need a little help providing food for their beloved 
pet(s). If you or someone you know needs help with supplying food for pets, we invite you to 
attend one of our upcoming Community Pet Food Giveaway days. 
 



 
PSA Title: The Afrofuture is Here 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Pre-Record 
Time Broadcast: 12/21/19, 6:57pm 
 
Description:  
The Afrofuturist Podcast’s co-creator and host, Ahmed Best (pictured), and panelists discuss 
ideas, stories, and products that are shaping the future. In conjunction with the exhibition 
"Timothy Washington: Citizen/Ship," hear Lonny J Avi Brooks, co-creator of The Afrofuturist 
podcast and associate professor of strategic communication at California State University, East 
Bay, and Anthony Sparks, executive producer, writer, and showrunner of the television series 
Queen Sugar explore the cultural aesthetic of Afrofuturism and the latest in black-led tech and 
media innovations. 
 
 
PSA Title: Artists of Tierra Del Sol 
Type: Public Service Announcement 
Source: Pre-Record 
Time Broadcast: 12/28/19, 10:39am 
 
Description:  
Thirty years ago, a group of visionary artists from Tierra del Sol Foundation opened the doors of 
the First Street Gallery Art Center in Claremont. Since then, Tierra and its hundreds of 
trailblazing artists have been in the vanguard, forging professional pathways while advancing 
the cause of inclusivity in the art world. 
 
The Claremont Museum of Art exhibition Vanguard: Origins of Tierra del Sol Arts in Claremont 
featuring Helen Rae, co-curated by Rebecca Hamm and Paige Wery, represents 15 artists from 
the Claremont years whose remarkable creative expressions have influenced and enriched 
contemporary art in Southern California and beyond. 
 
Title: This Way Out: The International Lesbian & Gay Radio Magazine  
Type: Public Affairs 
Source: Pre-Recorded 
Time Broadcast: 12/30/19, 10AM 
Show Length: 29 mins  
 
Description: 
A year of queer in dance (Sebastian Hernandez), film (PJ Raval), books (Janet Mason), and 
music (Ty Herndon)… Gabon outlaws same-gender sex, Australia’s “religious rights” bill is still 
wrong, Finland elects a rainbow-raised woman P.M., and the gender-neutral “they” tops 
Webster’s “words of the year”! 


